At any rate, it is clear that even isolated doorway states in medium-weight and heavy nuclei will in isolated doorway state is "smeared out" over a large number of compound nuclear states. Thereby, the partial widths of these states relating to particular channels acquire coherence properties that lead to a microgiant resonance. The existence of such coherence properties is, in fact, a model-independent definition of a doorway state. In the following, we investigate this coherence phenomenon analytically and numerically. We are particularly interested in the increase of the "smearing" with increasing coupling between doorway state and the complicated compound states, and in the correlations in magnitude and sign of the residues of the poles of the S-matrix. The precise knowledge of these correlations is necessary for the calculation of the average cross-section, i. e. for the understanding of the intermediate structure phenomenon.
In sect. I, we define our assumptions and notation.
We describe general properties of the doorway state which can be obtained analytically. In sect. II, we describe the calculation of average cross sections and the dependence of the resulting parameters on the input parameters of the theory. In sect. Ill, we give some of the results of extensive numerical calculations.
I. A Model for a Doorway State
We confine ourselves to one channel (elastic scattering only). The formalism employed here is similar to that of refs. 10 and 15 and will not be explained unless it differs from these references. 
with ra = 2nV 2 ; N Z I Ei + e-iJiV 2 .
(3) a = 1 a = 1 i= 1
The complex energies //a are defined as the roots of the equation
This equ. can be transformed into 
[I ß=l ß*<x
By taking the derivative of D(E) with respect to E N+1 at E = jua and using D(E) = JJ (E -jua) and equ. oc = l (5), it can be shown that
We thus assume that H has been diagonalized in the subspace of functions and X PE. We also assume that the elastic scattering phase shift d
Then, ra can simply be calculated once the roots jua of equ. (5) 
As we turn on the couplings Vi, the function S(E)
acquires N + 1 poles, which according to equ. (8) are all situated below the real axis. 
II. Average Cross Sections
The average cross section (o(E') )E is defined by
E+LI2

<O(F'))E = JdE'o(E') f(E').
(17)
E-LI2
According to ref. 17 , we choose
/(£') = ^[(£'-£) 2 + / 2 ]-i (18) ji
and take L-> oo. Using the second of equs. (9) 
We calculate the expression (19) for cases a and b.
We make the usual approximations, i. 
In order to discuss qualitatively the change resulting from equ. (22) 
We now assume W0 Wt and define x = rjT.
Then, we obtain from equ. (22) Can we put W0 ^ Wx, and is it reasonable to write w0mr + w?
III. Numerical results
We have investigated numerically the solutions of the equs. We now turn to the distribution of the quantities rß/T ( In addition, we wish to point out that the distribution of the quantities ua was not in all cases as smooth as that shown in Table 1 . If one increases the coupling a further and considers, f. i., a value a = 8.0, one finds that the poles uß tend to repel each other and lie no longer on a smooth curve.
Whether or not this effect was caused by the finite energy interval chosen could not be decided within the frame of the present investigation.
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